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TO POE'S SPIRIT
Where the light was faintly burning
Came a soul as if returning
From some shadow-land of yore;
Came as if to 'wait the morrow,
Or as if to 'scape the sorrow
That came tapping at the door.
Thus the night wore on, how slowly!
Bringing guests now vain, now holy,
Till the slow approach of day ;
Then, with strange uncertain motion,
As of grief or mute devotion,
Turned that soul and fled away.
Fled as if to 'seape the sorrow,
Or as if to greet the morrow
Dawning on some distant shore;
Or perchance as if still seeking
Where he dreamed of angels speaking
But one name, the name Lenore.
Thus he seemed to stay no longer ;
et his presence grows the stronger,
Like some mystic bard of yore ;
d the light, so faintly burning,
,...,,1.U.LJwed by him, his full heart yearning,
Bums on brighter evermore.
-J.,W.1W.

THE BOYHOOD OF POE
W. R. HOOKER,

'11.

On January 19, the centenary o£~the Dirth of the
genius of American literature-Edgar Allen Poe-will
celebrated. Whether the 19th of January is really
anniversary is questioned by a few biographers, among
Mrs. Susan Archer Weiss; but the majority substantia
Another controversy arises regarding the place of his
Was it Norfolk, Baltimore, or Boston? Al tho a qu
unsettled, either Baltimore or Boston must be given
honor, with Boston having the benefit of the d
Poe's latest champion-a Poe herself-asserts, howevar,
Baltimore is undoubtedly the city that sheltered the·
Poe.
During the ~ign of Henry II of England, Sir
Le Poer went to Ireland as a · marshal to Prince J
Thither the Le Poers traveled from Italy thru No
France, England, and Wales. Some one has charact
the Le Poers as ''improvident, adventurous and reckl
brave.'' During the ·Protectorate Cromwell pursued
with special animosity, ravaging their estates and
co
;
ing their lands. Thru an encounter with Mau'rice of
mond, whom he had called a rimester, Arnold Le Poer
come prominently before the people. Again he disp
a characteristic quality when he interposed to save a
condemned to die. These same qualitie~ of chivalry
criticism burst forth anew in the poet Poe.
Becoming dissatisfied John Poe-the name Le P
De la Poer now having given way to the new s
"Poe, "-left Ireland for America about the middle
18th century. Many interesting stories are told of his
David Poe, Sr., especially of his connection with the
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olution and his friendship with LaFayette. David
v was a fiery youth and when the legal profession
.,repulsive to him he left his uncle's law office in
, Ga ., where he was studying, and went upon the
this time a young actress, Elizabeth Arnold, was
·ng audiences by her execution of light roles, for
her nature and training so well fitted her. Her
bad studied in Europe and was a singer of some repin her day; so her daughter early followed her upon
e. Playing in the traveling troupe was also a
man by the name of Hopkins, who fell in love with
"ed Elizabeth Arnold. He lived only a few months
marriage. David Poe, who had known Mrs. HopMiss Arnold, was engaged to play in the comm which she was then playing and soon fell a
to her charms, marrying her in January, 1806. This
tly displeased Poe's parents, who immediately dis-

him.

e young couple continued their theatrical work until
of their lives-and a hard life it was for each of
Their engagements constantly demanded hurried
, many often of considerable length. Actors then
t well payed and the strain mentally and physically
greatest and often resulted in utter physical colIt was after a long series of engagements of this
t Mrs. Poe approached the birth of her second child .
. Goudiss, ' "Great nervous excitement, a brain
with poverty, no time to give to the maternal
of the coming child, whose germinal status was
d produce nothing but the psycopath." And
, the critic, romancer, poet, undoubtedly was.
ry 19, 1809, the child Edgar Poe-' 'destined for
d misery"-was born. Mrs. Poe reappeared on
of February and continued on the stage until the

4
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close of the season. Then the family left Boston
out regret, never to return. Following the dicta~en
profession they journeyed southward again. Aft~
ing some time in New York, they rejoined friends
mond, Va. . There·is no record that Mr. Poe appe
the stage any longer and it is probable that he was ·
with consumption.
, .,.,. .
Mrs. Poe continued to perform until October
when she was given a benefit night in Richmond.
the death angel summoned her to follow her hush
her three children were left to the kindness of the ru
people.
Two young matrons, Mrs ~ Allen and her frie
McKenzie, adopted Edgar and Rosalie, while Will'
eldest child, went to relatives in Baltimore. It is
Mrs. Allen found Mrs. Tubbs, formerly Mrs. Arno
ing Edgar "gin tea," and when asked why she was
replied, ''To make him strong.'' Can it be that
for alcoholic liquors was first implanted here-t
which was to cause Poe so much unhappiness and to
much misunderstood ?
After much persuasion on his wife's part Mr
consented to adopt young Poe and gave him the full
of Edgar Allen Poe at the christening service. Mrs
says, "Little Edgar, bright, gay, and beautiful, soon
the pet and pride of the household. Even Mr. All
fond of him and his wife delighted in taking him a
showing him off among her acquaintances. In his
little trousers of yellow nankin or silk pongee, wi
ringlets :flowing over an immense "tucker," red s'
ings and peaked purple velvet cap, with its hea
tassel falling gracefully on one shoulder, he was the
tion of all beholders. His disposition was affable
ternper sweet; tho h::-.ving hitherto been allowed to
own way, he was self-willed and sometimes difficult
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at this period that young Poe began to manwas
.
derful precocity, and often entertamed guests
0
~ by pledging the.ir healt~ and declaiming, in
s especially proficient. His summers he spent
;~phur Springs, Va., then the popular southern
re:;ort. Here, as ev.ery pla~e that k~ew th,: boy
nt memories of him continued to linger m the
the residents.
une, 1815, possibly .the 17th, Mr. Allen with his
Richmond for England, where business demanded
seems that he intended to remain sometime, as he
of his personal property in Richmond. On arrivgland Poe was placed in the Manor. House School
Newington, a suburb of London. Rev. Dr. Branscleverly described in Poe's '.'Wm. Wilson," was
Master of this school. Poe describes the place
a large lawn, hjgh walls, but no trees or benches.
· es a week the students were taken outside the
t always accompanied by the Master. There Poe
his love for the ancient, being surrounded, as he
influences decidedly classic. Many other interesting
the place, Poe pictures but it is enough to say that
stamped in his mind were memories of the place
fo, and often in after life he commented on the
of time spent there . These five years, between
of seven and twelve, in which many of his heredencies might have been overcome and in which
bits were larg~ly formed, had to . be spent in a
'thout a symp3.thetic, understanding friend to
'rect the unfolding of his innate powers; and conhe grew up instead of being trained. How difght have been his after life had matters been reAllens returned to America in August, 1820, and
placed immediately in Professor Clarke's school.

6
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Here his brilliancy again manifested itself, for alth
0
diligent student, he was always at the head of 'his
He was prominent in athletics and debating, but
the popular leader one might suppose; some of his
cratic mates were prejudiced against him on account
birth. In 1823 the school went into the hands of p 11
Burke, Poe still continuing to attend. At all these
Poe manifested a kind and loving disposition ,
erroneous ideas we usually have of him are traceable
calumniating Griswold.
The interesting story of ~oe's visit to the home
friend, Robert Stannard, reveals the true Poe. One
noon after school he accompanied young Stannard
On entering the house Mrs. Stannard took Poe's h
her own, spoke some kind words to him and strok
hair. So moved was Poe that he could not speak and
afterwards was devoted to Mrs. Stannard. She bee
only confidante and the only ideal love of his youth.
her death Poe is said to have visited her grave n·
Tho this seems to suit his brooding nature, it is
probable that the strictness of his Scotch home would
mit any such midnight manoeuvres. It is also known
Poe was very much afraid of ghosts and would not v
near a graveyard alone .
After attending the private schools until 1825,
began to take private lessons in languages, prepa ·
enter the University of Virginia; which he did in
taking work in the Schools of Ancient and Modem
guages. On his final examinations Poe won hon
French and Latin, the highest honors then to be
Virginia.
Such is the history of Edgar Allen Poe until his
teenth year. As a boy of unquestioned genius, left
sympathizing parents when a mere child, he was un
edly well cared for, but grossly misunderstood and
sistenly trained. Had more kindly genii presided o
early years and his remarkable talent been fostered
how much greater might have been the achievemen
influence of this consummate genius, this greatest star
southern literary firmament! ·
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THE UNIVERSITY DAYS OF POE
F.

J·

WRIGHT,

'08.

the purpose of this brief sketch to justly and truly
the life of Poe at the University of Virginia. In
we find nothing remarkable in his record as a stuthing that would have clearly distinguished him
fellows. But since his works have sent his name
wide, it may be that a few incidents of his every-day
e will have an interest.
r A. Poe's entire stay in Charlottesville extended
Valentine's Day until Christmas of the year 1826;
work as a student lasted just ten months and one
must be rem_e mbered that classes continued thru
summer months, in the year that Poe was a stu"thout intermission.
second session of the University opened Februfirst, 1826, and thirty-four students enrolled the
. Students continued to arrive until the fourteenth
e month, at which time there were one .hundred
-six names on the matriculation book. The last
r on this day was Edgar A. Poe, of Richmond.
stated by Mr. Tucker, a close friend of his, Poe
during the earlier part of the session somewhere on
with Miles George, of Richmond. There is
by which we can now establish the location of this
But before many months there arose a disagreement
these two roommates. The difficulty was settled
· istic contest in a nearby field, after which they
ds in amicable agreement. As a result, however,
to a room on the West Range, leaving George
ion of the room previously occupied .by both.

8
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Some dispute has arisen as to the room occu
Poe on West Range, some claiming the distinction
17. Notwithstanding, .i t has been generally accepted
University for a number of years that No. 13 is the
in whic~ he really lived. The positive statement
Tucker is good evidence in favor ·of No. 13.
Maury, who at that time was in charge of his father'
sters, affirms that he knows the old woodpile to ha
directly behind the block on West Range contain·
numbers 5 to 15 (odd numbers), a~d that Poe's ro
somewhere in this block, which was then called "
Row.''
·Altho a mere youth, our future prose artist dist'
ed himself in athletics. His greatest feat was s ·
on a hot June day, a distance of six miles in the
river against a strong tide. This exploit in 1825
him agreater hero, in fact, than Leander, for the He
is only two and one-half miles in average width.
said that Poe was the best young boxer in Richmond.
sides, he was well-known for his fleetness and long
jumping. So we see that he must have command
siderable respect as an amateur athlete.
Possibly in this connection something might
of his physical appearance at this age. He is descri
''rather short of stature, thick and somewhat co
set, but very active, being; quite an expert in athle
gymnastic arts.'' This reads well, but the next sta;
we fear will not especially·delight the imaginative
"He was bow-legged and walked rapidly, with a
jerkiness in his hurried movements.''
Having located the poet.on West Range and ha
scribed him physically, we will proceed to ex
work as a student. He was listed in the classes
fessors Long and Blretterman of the Schools of An
Modern Languages, respectively. In an announc
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rses were outlined thus~ "In the school of
:Uages are to be taught the higher grade of
Greek languages, the Hebrew, rhetoric, bellestient history and antient geography. In the
Modern Languages are to be taught French,
Italian, German, and the En?lish Language in
axon form; also modern history and modern
,, Poe is mentioned in connection with the
·Latin, Spanish, Italian, and French, and was
"tolerably regular in his attendance of the last .
According to the schedule of lectures, Poe's hours
7:30 to 9:30 every morning in the week. How
d the long hours after class each day?
is good evidence that he spent considerable
library. As recounted by his friend and fellow
r. Tucker, they read together Hume and Lingepoets from Chaucer to Scott, of whom they were
00

library for the first part of the session was in Pal, West Lawn-an old remnant of Central College.
e books were moved into the Rotunda is not
known, but in October, 1826, the Rector makes
ent: "The library room in the Rotunda has
ly completed and the books put into it.'' With, then, Poe frequently visited the circular room in
a which contained the books. Not only did he
brary as a reading room, but it was said by Mr.
er, the librarian, that he borrowed five books
session; their titles, moreover, are recorded.
the class-room and library could not fully satisfy
· g nature .of the future story writer. To gratify
for solitude he would wander around in the
ountains, which are within easy reach of the .UniHe doubtless got the themes for some of his later
these long walks, but this, of course, cannot be

10
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verified. It is probable that on these strolls he th
the tales which he was accustomed to narrate to
of his companions, gathered around the glimmering
on the grate.
It is most probable that Edgar Poe was eng:
writing a great deal during his year at the Uni
His first volume of poems was published before A
1827, and likely went to press earlier than May of the
year-the month in which he attached himself to the
Army. Between December, 1826, aiid May, 1827, we
he could not have written much on account of his w
Richmond and his visits to Baltimore and Boston, and
thot he was not sufficiently mature to write these
before entering the University. Considering thes.e
seems that at least some, if not the majority of the
were composed here. This is all the more reason w
University claims him as her poet, tho he never even
her a passing tribute.
· In this same year was instituted a debating
named in honor of Jefferson. Edgar Poe became
interested in the new organization.
The public final examinations began on Monday
4, and continued until Dec. 13 or 14. The examina
Modern Languages came on Hie fifth, and it is pr
that those in Ancient Languages came on the day pre
If this assumption be correct, then Poe stood all
examinations ·in the presence of Madison (as Recto
Monroe, Joseph Cabell, and General John H. Cocke.
distinguished men were present at the examinations
the first week.
In the Faculty minutes of 1826 is to be found
Long's list of those who_, excelled in Senior Latin.
Poe's name appears as fourth among nineteen names.
is the first time that his name appears in the Facult
utes. The names of those that excelled in Senior
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by Prof. Blaetterman. The e_ight names .are i~
order, making Poe's come sixth. Certainly 1t
honor to have excelled in both Latin and French.
sure there was a great deal of drinking and
at the University during its first few sessions.
'ling custom of drinking and card-playing in the
transplanted into the young school. Then, as now,
to be found all grades of students. There was
"hard'' students, among whom were Harrison
'ler of Rockingham. Too, there was a class of
gamblers who played for smaller or larger stakes;
en these limits were other gradations of students.
t Poe played for money is true. He contracted a
debt of about $2,000, it seems. When his foster
rned of this immense debt he was shocked and at
d to recognize it, but finally paid the amount.
reason, Poe was not allowed to return to
Mr. Wertenbaker, librarian and classmate, testie certainly was not habitually intemperate, but he
'onally have entered into a frolic. I often saw
Lecture Room and in the Library, but never in
test degree under the influence of intoxicating
very fact that the space for remarks opposite his
the matriculation book is blank is good evidence
never severely disciplined. Of the one hundred
ty-seven (177) students of the session, three were
three dismissed, three suspended and six withshown by comments in this column. None of
against Poe. In the long list of students summoned
before the Albemarle grand jury, Poe's name is
ed.
t in the official report of those who excelled in
s, Poe's name is before the faculty only once
e entire session, and in that case he is named

12
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merely as a witness. As it happened several of
named as having information on the subject were
ignorant with regard to the matter. Poe was among
for the Faculty minutes plainly state: "Edgar Poe
heard until now of any hotel-keepers playing
drinking with students.'' This candid statement is
true, for Poe's group of gaming friends was ::loubtl
and select.
There is no attempt made here to conceal Poe's
facts must be accepted. He, it i~ tfue, drank and
but that he was the inveterate drunkard and gamb
some have pictured him is impossible to establish.
following statement was made by one who has coll
available information about his career: "Edgar All
was not expelled, nor dismissed, nor suspended,
quired to withdraw, nor forbidden to return, nor disci
in any wise whatsoever, at the University of Virginia.
Poe could not have been an idler. His occu
during this year were many and various. As a stud
was successful-having won honors in two classes.
distinguished in athletics here as well as elsewhere.
took long strolls in the solitary, but scenic Ragged
tains. He read many books, took an interest in the
ing society, ~omposed rhymes and verses, and d
his room with drawings and crayon sketches which he
self produced. Thus passed this year for the Uni
most illustrious son,-one whom this, and other con:
will soon unite in honoring as the prophet of beauty
wizardry will continue to raise up new apologi
increased multitudes of admirers.

POE, AS A POET
SYLVIA GRAY BURNS.

pain, grief, poverty, misunderstanding and mistation, Edgar Allen Poe, the greatest genius and the
·c figure in American literature, has at last come
his oWn. Three American cities now clamor for
r of being the place of his birth, and as the years go
eincreases. It is not his native country alone that
e to recogniz~ the greatness of his genius and the
of his song; for he is now the sole writer born within
States whose works are read eagerly in England
ce, in Germany, in Italy and in Spain, in nations
glory of Franklin and the fame of Cooper are now
~ay. England's poet-critic, Gosse, declares: "Poe
ed himself to be the Piper of Hamlin to all later
poets." Even Tennyson, that sweet song-bird of
, shows traces of Poe's influence in his verse-music.
as he was of a romantic marriage, all the fire of
er's artistic nature was transmitted to the offspring,
early in life proved that his forte was singing.
he wrote poetry, not mere mechanical verse. His
ms show that reason was one of the rules by which
ed; smooth versification another.
possessed two traits of genius, which stood preamong all the rest. He had a wonderfully analyt, and a fecundity of imagination seldom seen,
men of genius. He also had the peculiar faculty of
g the reader in shadows of mystery and clouds of
, at the same time ·giving minuteness of detail
:ves nothing unnoticed. These faculties are distraits of the .true literary artist.

a
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The number of Poe's poetic productions is lillli
has given us only forty poems. There is no doubt
we have all that he has .~ritten. We have it, too
most finished form his diligence and genius could
biographer says of him: "No American author 8 •
thorne ever ~rote and rewrote with such sane and
care.''
Poe's range was narrow. His themes were few.
love, and death were the three which fascinated
He defines the poetry of words ts a rhythmic
beauty. To him beauty was the atmosphere and
sence of the poem, and whatever else it contain
fervors of passions or the lessons of truth, must
subjection to that beauty. He did not believe
object of every poem is truth, and that every po
teach a moral, but that "a poem built in beauty ·
excuse for being.'' This lofty conception of
with him from his youth. Over his whole earthly
"an eternal vision of pure beauty."
His chaste and finished poem "To Helen" bel
poet's earliest years. In this, beauty and love
in all, but not of the common sort; both are made to.
an unearthly and half-spiritual guise. Again, he
"a love that was more than love" in "Annabel L~
than the poor, faulty, fickle love of earthly space
This last named is written in memory of his beau
wife and was almost his own death-song.
beautiful poems have become immortal, but the
stand out preeminently are "The Raven" and"
The heaviest ear can at once perceive the rhythm
of "The Bells." It is almost marvelous for the
euphony which voluminously wells" from ev
"The Raven" has been called "the most pop
poem in the world." It is recited by the scho
been translated into other languag~s and was
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for another great poem, ''The Blessed DamoRossetti. The two poems form a beautiful con-

baS been accused of plagiarism, but how can it be
anyone who reads after him, and notes the diswith which his productions stand out among
eir melancholy imagination and their romantic
· metrical originality, their assonace and allitereir weird, musical, mystical power is unrivalled
g in 1i terature.
yson said in speaking of an epitaph for Poe:
so strange and fine a genius and so sad a life be
and compressed into one line? Would it not be
say of him simply, 'Requiescat in pace'?'' Another
cription taken from ''The Raven'' was suggested
and would have been in perfect keeping with the
life of the poet, for he certainly seems to have
from some unhappy master, whom unmerciful
aster
fast and followed faster, till his songs one burden
ore-

dirges of his Hope that melancholy burden bore
Of 'never-never more.' ''

POE AND THE SHORT STORY
F.

J·

WAMPLER.

Out of the number of literary men the New World
fostered, there is not one who re~eives the recognition a
that is given Edgar Allen Poe. Tepnyson, in spe
to an American, said that all the writers America had
duced were nothing as compared with Poe. The
think him the only genuine story-teller hailing from
shores. On the other hand, many of his countrymen
criticised him most harshly, especially was this true
within the last few years. Recently we have come to see
with clearer vision, and much of the prejudice has
away. The world, it is tr.ue, is very little agreed upon
at the present day, yet he has many more admirers than
merly.
Poe was a critic, poet and rumancer, but in the
field he was the greatest; and we believe that he felt he
do best with the short story. Many of his friends
him to spend more time on critique, but it was the atte
he had already paid this class of work that had kept
from writing more poetry and stories.
This
advice likely cost us many beautiful verses and t
tales, particularly the latter, because there his ima ·
was unrestricted by form and s·e t expression.
His stories naturally divide themselves into two
sions, analytical and imaginative. The former class is
illustrated by t.he "The Gold Bug." Here Poe's
It is true that the
ical power is splendidly defined.
is one of his own constructions, but we must rememb
it requires as keen a mind to construct a successful
it does to read it after it has been written. To read
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ms was Poe's delight, an1 never did one come

grb'a notice that he failed to read. "The Murder in
lS
.
Morgue" gives us some 1'd ea of t h e penetratmg

uee observing powers of his mind; with this tale Poe
: the father of the modern detective story.
The second class are quite numerous, but only a few
be mentioned. Of all ~hese, "Ligeia" is best. To
from Woodberry:
'In 'Al Aaraaf' he had framed out of the breath of the
wind and the idea of the harmony of universal nature
creature,'Ligeia, Ligeia, my beautiful one!'
by a finer touch he incarnated the motions of the
and the musical voices of nature in the form of a
: but the Lady Ligeia has still no human quality;
irations, her thoughts and capabilities, are those of
t; the very beam and glitter and silence of her ineffas belong to the visionary world. She is, in f~ct, the
n of Poe's dream, the Eidolon he served, the airdivinity in which he believed; for he had the trne
-making faculty, the · power to make his senses aver
his imagination perceived. In revealing through
· 'the awful might of the soul in the victory of its will
death and in the eternity of its love, Poe worked in
element of his reverie, in the liberty of a world
would have .it. Upon this story he lavished all his
, inventive, and literary skill, and at last perfected an
itely conceived work, and made it, within its own
as faultless as humanity can fashion.''
'The Fall of the House of Usher'' is almost as perfect.
11ever get beyond that mystical surrounding. Every
in every sentence builds towards, and helps to produce,
pty and horrible effect.
is characters were created to carr y forth his purpose,
en though they speak and have human .torms, they

18
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never step down from the regions of the ideal, nev
to life. They are not without the range of dreamser
imagination, but the probability is all against them.
are knit right into the story in full harmony, and
produce that vague and awful effect which Poe m
leave upon his readers.
Poe has been accused of plagiarism, but rather tt
Certainly he would in some way be similar to his p
sors. Rather than copying from sbmeone else, h
he was too much unlike any of them to be apprecia
consequently was falsely charged with literary the
wrote outside the time in which he lived. Just w
was at his best, the New England writers were s
their time on the slavery issues, but Poe never tn
slavery. He wasn't interested in current questio
had a subject and to this he adhered; all others w
aside.
The life and habits of the man are depicted in h"
Death-cold, gloomy, dismal ueath, was his favorite
in fact his only theme, and all his short stories are p
from it. Warmth, cheer and love are absent from
for, excepting his cousin-wife and himself, he loved
Morbidness was deeply grounded in him; take a
and his genius is gone. It was Poe himself. E
he wrote that amounted to anything betrays that part
His greatest literary failure resulted from his attem
humorous. His nature made humor impossible.
He wrote stories for the sake of beauty. '
was its own excuse for existence.'' To him the st
place to sermonize, to teach morals or to teach
To make it beautiful, to produce an effect of
ideal and unlike the rest of the world was his
this he did successfully. One cannot read Poo
being impressed with the greatness and morbidn
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one of our writers used words more fittingly; he
pster artist. If a word did not beautify and intenect he was trying to produce, it would not go
stories. And although one does turn away from
unsatisfied with what he has received and diswith the horrible impression. still it must be adt there is an underflowing quality of beauty, of
c arrangement, and of unity, that is and always
ctive.
0

POE'S PRINCIPLES OF LITERARY CRITI
H. A. SHAVER.

Pods in the latter half of the nineteenth centu
critics as well as creators. In earlier days they w
tent to · sing, but in these more complex times they
to discuss the nature of their art, tlr-e achievements
contemporaries, and many questions affecting Ii
and life. The critical function is as legitimate
creative, and, in a sense, it is as meritorious. Somecism, too, is creative literature in the best sense.
obvious reason why poets have often become critics
found in the development of periodical literature.
here that Poe did his work in lite....-ary criticism. H
the first literary critiC of any note in America, being
runner of that New England group soon to
Though Poe has been recognized as a genius, and
his name shall ever live for his stories and poems.
must be kept in mind that . throughout his lifetime
far more distinguished in America as a critic than as
a romancer or as a poet.
His criticism was based on the violent ass
"that as a literary people ·we are one vast peram
humbug." And in most cases literary prominen
achieved by arrogance, conceit, and bare-faced pla
These fraudulent reputations he undertook to ex
ruin. He reviewed at greater or less length, and wi
ing degrees of care, the works of numerous authors,
home and abroad, contemporary and classic. M
sixty American authors are discussed by him in
papers; besides, he gives a concise treatment of
hundred in three papers entitled, "Autography
critical work, dealing more especially with the tee
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ition and minor authors, was of passing more
lasting importance. He had not, as Lowell had, the
f view and the solid basis of scholarship, which
0
ortant elements in any enduring work of criti~p Poe was endowed with remarkable power of
analysis, of logical a~d consecut~ve t.hought, and. his
ti" and "Marginalia" are still piquant readmg,
've of criticism.
·
' s reviews of new books were published in the .
es with which he was c~nnected; and he soon beell-known and feared. He taught American authors
st lesson in independent criticism, demonstrating
ction of taste and literary principles. His criticisms
acute, fearless, often severe, and sometimes unjust,
to personal · animosities . Lowell said: ''He seems
to mistake his vial of prussic acid for his inkstand."
d was needed to counteract the saccharine quality
criticism of the period.
admitted that there were a few who rose above
"idiocy." "Mr. Bryant is not all a fool. Mr.
is not quite an ass. Mr. Longfellow will steal, but
he can't help it (for we have heard of such things),
en it must not be denied, nil tetigit quod non ornavit. ' '
most important judgments have all been confirmed
equent fame. He was one of the first to proclaim
e genius of Lowell, Hawthorne, Mrs. Browning,
and Tennyson. Though he foolishly accused
llow of plagiarism, yet he rated him as the greatest
n poet. In "The Evening Minor" Poe says, "Mrs.
g is worth a dozen of Tennyson and six of Motherual perhaps in original genius to Keats and Shelley."
11ch of Poe's method and achievement deserves sincere
He cleared the unwholesome atmosphere w:hich
g our literature; he exposed many impostors who
to be men of letters; and if we except his pseudo-
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critical praise ·of the verse of his sympathizing
friends, and the angry screams at his men-enem ·
general average of his Griticism is both intellig 1
wholesome. He sh?'Yed American a~thors that the
ed among them a critic who could wnte without fear
all the m~diocre writers passed at once out of fa
Poe's criticisms undoubtedly hastened their depa
a whole, Poe seems to later critics more often rig
wrong, and sometimes his analyses and prophesies
prisingly accurate.
I
The three papers entitled, "The Poetic p ·
''The Philosophy of Composition,'' and ''The Ratio
Verse" belong to a broader and deeper kind of
Upon their revision Poe bestowed much care
theories are not always tenable. In the first, he
.poetry as "the rhythmic creation of beauty"
beauty the sole excuse for its being. Here, m~re
sets forth the theory that there can be no such t
long poem. The "Iliad'' and "Paradise Lost" are
a series of minor poems. The assumption that the
poetry except lyrical or emotional has not found
supporters. In "The Philosophy of Compositi
gives an explanation of the mechanical devices a
to which "The Raven" was constructed. The exp
however, has been thought by some untrustworthy.
Rationale of Verse," coming from so great an a
valuable in that it gives us the first elaborate
attempt to expound rhythmical science.
Although Poe is not remembered today as a
literary critic, American literature, nevertheless, is
indebted to him for his contributions in the field of
and his influence upon succeeding poets and criti
caused much of our common-place literature and
second-rate authors soon to be forgotten, and called
attention and praise to the best of our literature.
laid bare the evils of plagiarism in which some
authors were indulging. All of this, indeed, was .&
factor in shaping the character of the abundant
which was to follow, giving it high standar~s an~
ing impulses towards achieving the best things in
ways.

Door to Poe' s roqm, number thirteen, and tablet marking same,
West Range, University of Virginia.

J·

MAURICE HENRY.

er that one may appreciate the worth of any nature he must know something about the begindevelopment of that literature. One fact of our
ture has often escaped attention-the fact that it
digenous birth and childhood. In its begin.n ing,
itive, but a record of a people whose infancy had
ed, and who were given over to exacting and
work. We are today a young ·nation, but an old
d our literary work, as distinguished from Greek,
English works, is the product of a mature race.
conditions under which books are written have
do with their vigor, quality, form and theme; but
ce of the books of power is born of the expethe race. In American literature we have a new,
d and an old race. Educated in the Old World,
writers adapted trained minds to· virgin, American
race had its youth, its dreams, and its visions; but
was lived on another continent; and so far as the
experience in our literature is concerned we have
na mature people, hard at work.
beginnings of our literary art are to be found,
not in epic, ballad, song and story, but in records
tion, and chronicles of colonial history. The real
goes back to Captain John Smith's "True Relation
rrences and Accidents of Note as Hath Happen"nia;" to William Bradford's "History of PlymCotton Mather's "Magnolia;" to Mrs. Bradhmed history of "Four Monarchies." There are
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touches of vigq_r and beauty in Jonathan Edward8
best; there is a spiritual charm in John
0
01
"Journal." The directness and simplicity of
literature is found. in Franklin's "Autobiography.
Freeman and Hopkmson there are strains which in a
opportune time might have been turned to raptu
melody. But in all this early expression of the
race in the New World there is a clear, definite pu
subordination of art to the religious ~r political end
called it forth:
True art of any kind involves forgetfulness of i
ate ends; it involves complete surrender to an ·
impulse to give form to the beautiful idea, or ima
truth~ because it is beautiful. There is no trace in the
writing on this continent of the imagination of Shakes
or the artistic beauty of Milton. The writing was s
and weighty, tho often touching the heights of eloque
noble argument for the inviolability of those rights
have ever been deemed the heritage of the Anglorace.
To say that the literature of this country up
middle of the 19th century is the product of an old
not to charge it with lack of keen insight and vigor;
really explain some of its characteristics. We have
a long time to understand and appreciate some of
geniuses and to see the real backgrou~d for our lite
In Chas. Brockden Brown a new note is sound
note of mystery and tragedy.
In him there is none of the buoyancy of youth;
the deep sense of power, the lively play of a new·
nation, the real passion for true expression for its own
which are the certain and foretelling signs of a great
ture. There is, in Brown's writing, that elusion, ·
cable, mysterious element which is present in all a
which, when it dominates the artist, strikes that fas ·
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note so characteristic of the mysterious genius,
ten Poe.
as in all products of the creative force there is a
bich we cannot dispel or fully understand. In all
if we were able to completely analyze genius
in' a great degree destroy the power of the mysement in literature. The form and beauty which
Poe's work such a mystery, has not been fully
es Brockden Brown did not master his material
ize it, and his work falls short of that harmony of
form which is characteristic of true beauty. The
"ch the descerning prophet sees in Brown's somces was fulfilled in Hawthorne and Poe. "It is
e," says Mabie, "that the student of the Puritan
ht have foreseen the coming of Hawthorne; for
Romancer, who was to search the Puritan conwith a lighted candle, was rooted and grounded
':'! in the world behind him.''
first and most obvious distinction of Poe is that
work baffles every attempt to clearly relate it
y to antecedant conditions, that it detaches itself
and place in which it made its appearance, and
ddenly and mysteriously from a soil which had
re produced its parallel.
and scholars have searched the American race
· torical setting and background that would sugproduction of "The City of the Sea," "Israfel"
es "To Helen." These are the first products
eat power as a genius of beauty, form and
true that works of genuine literary quality had
ced up to Poe's time. Irving had brought out
ess and delight of life for its own sake in his
k; » Cooper had unfolded the romantic element
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in our history in "The Spy;" Bryant had communed
Nature in "Thanatopsis," yet there was needed an
of genius to break up the depths of the innate impe
the soul and set free the torpid imagination. Hithe
imagination of our writers had been in a measure su
ed. In Poe, however, an unrestrained imagination
speak, by virtue of its own inward impulse, of the
teries of the soul.
It may justly be said of Poe tha\ he stands alone
his contemporaries. Tho his imagination was sti
the movement of the time, yet his work was not, in
or sympathy, representative of the unseen forces be
He becomes, therefore, a genius, some day to be
fully appreciated and understood. He was truly the
of his age, the new, skilled craftsman who cared for
not for what he could say thru it, but what it had
thru him.
In a close study of our early literary history in
of later development, the coming of many gifted
Irving, Bryant, Holmes, Longfellow and Whittier
have been predicted, because their works sugg
interpret the life of the race which they represent;
alone, among men of his renown, could not have b
dieted or foreseen. This fact at once suggests mark
tations of his work, but it also manifests the
individuality of his power and the originality of his
In contrast with his contemporaries, they are
ble, Poe is inexplicable. He remains, then, the most
defined personality of our literature. His verse and
native prose stand out in bold relief against a ba
which neither suggest nor interpret them. It
affirmed by an eminent critic that his verse and prose
place by themselves in the literature of the world.
a great literature must be waited ft;r, not only in
tion, but also in the appreciation of it, so it may
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discover the real worth of Poe as a master and
mystery, form and b~auty.
.
Poe began his bnef and pathetic career, the
Virginia and the South had found expression
moulding national institutions and shaping
rs. But this new genius of the South seemed
place and pass abruptly from affairs of state and
the realm of pure imagination in ''Israfel'' and
To Helen.'' In these first works there is a comg aside from the earlier interest and occupations
le and a sudden flight into the world of ideality.
of the new world of work and strife magical doors
wide into the fairyland of pure song; out of the
with heroic labor and courage a fountain suddenly
unexpected springs." "In the disclosure of the
in our literary development, in the possession of
·c element in art, Poe stands alone in our literated to his environment and detached from his
most distinctive and individual artist who has yet
in this country."
not yet received a just reward for his labor.
ed him in life, becasue his worth to the world was
by the erratic life he lived. He was misunderslandered at death, because his works were not
and appreciated. But today his literary work
place in our literature, not by reason of its mass,
ethical or spiritual significance, but by reason of
and beautiful individuality, by reason of its form
, and withal, by reason of the purity of its art.
ous element which pervades Poe's works fastens
us, the form attracts us and the beauty wins us.
Hawthorne he shares the primary among all
"ched our literature with prose or verse; but,
great contemporary, he has had to wait a long
uate and just recognition. His time of waiting
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is not yet over; for · while the ethical insight of Ha
finds quick response, where his artistic power alone
fail to move, Poe must be content with the su:ffra
those who knew that the art which he practised with
magical effect is in itself a kind of righteousness.,,
Edward Markham recently said that, "No one can
Poe without feeling th.a t he had in him manv ele
which go to form the religious or spiritual fact."' Re
on one side is Righteousness; on the\ other it is b
These are the two pillars of one arch, Poe approaches
thru beauty. The hunger of this ill-started genius
hunger for a 'wilder beauty than earth supplies.' Poe 0
us at times the cup of horror; but in all his pages th
nowhere an indelicate allusion, an impure word. And
is everywhere a yearning for supernal loveliness, a
beauty as of antique sculpture in a moonlight g
Rightly understood, there is a vivid sermon in his 'Ha
Palace,' that lyric of a life goJie wrong; and a prof
homily in his 'Ulalume;' that fantasia of temptation
remorse.''
Now, in justice to the new-born wizard, the most
figure in our literary history, we must inscribe his
upon the scroll of immortal Peers as one of the world's
est geniuses of mystery, form and beauty. To those
understand that character is never perfect until it is
nious and truth never completely revealed until it is bea
Poe's significance to the world is not obscured, nor his
dimmed by the faults and misfortunes of his life.
many obvious lessons of that sad and pathetic career
been learn~d and recited. It is time now to seek the d
things for which this uniquely endowed spirit stood,
the truth of his art, the sweep of his genius, and the ·
cance of his relation to American letters and the 1i
of all nations.
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EDITORIALS
TO EDGAR ALLEN POE
teen hundred and nine is par excellence the centenary
persons illustrious in universal history. At least a
th.ors, one scientist, two musicians and four statesjustly renowned, were born in 1809. Among
gar Allen Poe, with name besmirched, character
and his art unappreciated for decades, takes a
This prophet of beauty,-born, perhaps, in Boston,
orphan in Richmond, adopted by the Allens, misby them, wrongly fostered, educated in Engond, and the University of Virginia,-led from
s an erratic career. From the University to a
ting-room, away to Boston, into .the U.S. Army,
at West Point, settled in Baltimore, now in Richmarried to his thirteen-year-old cousin, in New
, back to Philadelphia, again.in New York City, in
of Fordham, from city to city lecturing, always
Y disappointment, hunger, mental and physical
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misery,-this outlines what Poe himself calls
genial, unsatisfactory and ungrateful life."
With sordidly constituted aesthetic ideals and wi
judices sprung from the treacherous, defamatory G ·
we have denied Poe a place in the Hall of Fame and
the Old World first to champion his deserved positi
American and international letters; and, withal, ha
lowed aliens to indicate his rightful place in the h
his own people. Happily, we now fe'el a quickened·
in him, have a less prejudiced view of him and are
able to grant him the recognition which is justly his.
literati and school children of this and foreign co
have joined this month to observe fittingly his cen
What we present in this Philomathean is but a hum
fort, done during very busy hours, yet it goes forth.
the great wish that 1t will add at least one slight
towards a right estimate of this apparently eccen
whom the Southland can no longer claim as hers, but
''recognized everywhere as the fellow-countryman of
As a change, our three Literary Societies mi
profit give an occasional special program, commem
the hundredth anniversary of one of the many famous
characters, born in eighteen hundred and nine. Of
Chopin, Mendelssohn, Tennyson, Gladstone, Linco
Browning, or Holmes will offer a subject, worthy
sideration of any literary organization. A bio
sketch, characterizations of the person's bent, gifts,
ality and various achievements, readings or music
or her productions,-these are but a few suggesti
might determine the nature of an evening's spe ·
for _the society.
In March, ·t he Royal Sophs, the most "doing'
ancient and modern times, will have charge of th
Meanwhile, they expect to serve to themselves
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collation, such as will stimulate them for the giant
prolific authorship.
wall more often expresses hoped-for calamity than harm actually

er you, friend kicker, have g~aciously counted the
of the Philomathean thus far this year and compared
'th the number of pages thru a like period of previrs have exactly adjudged their future number and
er: haue paid your subscription and yet have a little surergy, send us a few dollars by express prepaid, and
1 adjust the Monthly to your tastes and feel happy in
rving you so well and relieving you at the same
f your obligation to use your boot toe.
or the April Philomathean, we desire many concise sen' one or two from every alumnus, upon this topic,
Loyal Alumnus.'' These we want at once, want
of them. Whether you are a graduate or merely an
dent, respond and see what disposition will be made
r idea of the loyal alumnus in his relation to other
· and Alma Mater. The April Monthly will prove a
venture, if you do your part. Act and see!
Hoodlums! all dead and forgotten? Wardo may be
hard-used, rickety, uncomfortable, yet, fellows, this is
me; a.n d what would you think of the boy or man who
come into your home and bespread its floors with
rs from an old, cast-off pillow? You would call him
mptible, would mark him, ostracize him forthwith.
not hard to guess who threw the feathers upon our
o floors. If we are men, fellows, we are going to
upon W ardo, inviolate, respected, and are going to
selves of those who are less than men. With hopes
the miscreant will see the wisdom of amusements other
playing vandal, can~t we increase our pride in our home
kindly ask the offender to do likewise?

CONSERVATORY
ORATORIO.

(Written in class, as a requirement.)

The Oratorio originated from the ancient Greek:
It is a musical drama,, sung throughout by solo voi
choruses, accompanied by a full orches\ra, without, in
times, however, scenes, costumes or acting.
When Christianity was first introduced into Gr
Rome, the people still clung to the Pagan plays
Fathers of the Church saw that it was a hinderance
new faith, so they set to writing plays from the Bi
made them as attractive, or more so,. than the Pagan
So we see that they were introduced to teach religi
moral truth and to make the Sacred Story more vivid
ignorant and superstitious people.
But the plays came into abuse in the 14th cent
many of the Church authorities forbad their use. Btt
were others who saw their value and so:tght to reform
The first reformer of the Oratorio was St. Phili
~ounder of the congregation of the Fathers of the
of Rome. He, in order to induce the youth of R
attend church services, .strove to make them
attractive by having psalms, hymns and prayers
by one, two, or more voices and introduced religious
as a· part of the service after the sermon. He
words and music of these plays written by the be
and musicians of the times, and their beauty and pu
attract the best of the Roman youth, and his Ora
place of worship, was always crowded.
So we see that the Oratorio originated in Rome.
thence it was carried to Germany, where it was
with more enthusiasm, doubtless owing to the Ref
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nature of the people.
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Here the Oratorio

nith.
the best and most popular Oratorios are the
"Israel in Egypt'' and ''Saul,'' by Handel;
Words of Christ," by Schutz; "The Creation"
ons," by Haydn; "Elijah" and "St. Paul,"
hn, and "The Redemption," by Gounod.

J.E. R.

ervatory is still growing.

Since the last

Philo. the management of the College has se~

aude Showalter as another instructor in the
She graduated at Bridgewater, 1905. The
e entered Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana, as
Organ, Voice and Piano. There she also took
k under very competent professors. Miss
an accomplised organist and pianist, but her ·
tralto voice especially pleases the music lover.

·es' Glee Club is preparing to give a recital
the ear1y spring.
ar and special music of the Flory-Roller
in progress in the Chapel is unusually pleasing

COLLEGE-CLASS-ROOM-CAMPus
. The year 1908 has passed into history. The
new page of 1909 is turned for us. Will we keep
than we did the old? Let us try.
t
Students and teachers have returned from the
mas vacation with glowing reports of good times
with renewed energy for the~r wor~ here at colle~
The State of Ohio should feel honored that 80
B. C. 's faculty went there for Christmas. Tb
were Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Flory, Prof. T. S. Mobe
Miss Frances Ellen Thornell.
The Primary Department deserves to be men ·
the program given in the Chapel on the evening of
The exercises were well attended and seemed to be
by the audience.
The Choral Union gave a Christmas Canta
Nativity," Dec. 17~ This was the first venture
organization was formed and proved a successful
The debate, preliminary to the approaching
with Juniata, was held Dec. 18. Those entering
B. Miller, 0. S. Miller, W. L. Houchins and
Anthony, affirmative, H. A. Shaver, P. H. Bo
T. Sanger and J. M. Henry, negative.
From this number the college team was to be
The question as stated was: "Resolved, That the
Government should establish and maintain a dom
eels post.'' The argument was good, each
acquitting himself in a way to reflect credit, both
self and the institution. The judges, Dr. Flory
fessors Hoover and Hershey, appointed as the te
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''Do you want that in both active and Passi
asked Mr. A. innocently.
A certain young gentleman (G. A. E.), b
upon the other day to tell the purpose of the
tern, began as follows:
"Well it's to carry"- (There he stuck, and
laws of the association of ideas began musing upon
gestion contained in the last word h~ had spoken.
remembering that it was ''up to him', to answer
tion, he collected himself with a mighty effort and
''-to carry-eh-each nervous excitation between
parts of the nervous system."
Ask Mr. E. E. N. about the flying-rings in
nasium. He nose all about them.
The young primary teacher just had to blush
day. Mr. H. told her if the weather continued
could soon use her skates. ''But I have no s
objected.
''Well that fellow brought me a pair to s
said they belonged to his best girl,'' was the ans
It was not necessary to tell her that "that fe
''her man."
A young man and young lady (both B. C.
stood at the parlor window one night during the
watching for shooting stars. They watched for a
and raised the curtain higher. Still they watch
and in order to see more of the sky stepped out
porch. And yet the fates failed to smile upon th
stars fell. With a sigh Mr. H. turned to
maiden and said, "If I tell you I saw one, will
it?" "Yes, I'm only waiting," she murmured,
forgot the stars.
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sie was translated "she, being unarmed" by
last week. Another translation by Wilther interesting to the more experienced
He translated "lch kuszte sie" correctly,
very emphatically, "Dr. Flory, I don't
N., on account of bis many trials, tried to
the gym last Saturday.
Shaver is noted for his ability to carry on
specially with children. While reChristmas vac:1tion, he met a small boy on
whom be bad quite a jolly time. At
journey, Herman handed the little fellow his
'Won't you write to me sometime?"
I'll tell Aunt Kate to write to you,'' replied
, generous! y.
t Kate'' occupied a seat just behind them
interested listener. Herman, beholding
of the beautiful maiden (?), stammered:
e,-I-I get off-at this station."

EXCHANGES
Many of our December exchanges came out in
covers, as is very appropriate, each dressed in his
best. This was only a little thing, but it added much.
attractiveness ?f the magazines, and suggested
glance the crowning time of the year, and the na
articles contained. Two especially\ attractive c
numbers received were "The Emory and Henry E
''The Wake-Forest Student.''
The 4 'McMaster University Monthly'' has been
our many welcome visitors for some time. It is
one rec~ive9- from our Northern British kinsmen,
much appreciated. Its cover is neat and artistic,
gives it a pleasing introduction at first sight
''Romance of Mathematics'' is a very interesting
and reads very pleasantly, giving the reader, too,
very interesting facts in regard to the origin and d
ment of this practical science which seems so cold
to some students. This number contains several
poems and short stories, and the departments a
handled. They give to friends and alumni much
news.
''An Echo of the Confederacy,'' in ''Mississippi
Magazine'' is a good story. The plot is well form
holds the reader's attention to the end. It portra
true spirit of our aristocratic Southern homes. This
zine contains a good essay, "The Cradle of
Statesmanship." "The Bessie Tift Journal" is t
readable, considering variety and interest, of any
December numbers reviewed thus far. Its poems ar
ing, beautiful and have good rhythm. The e
contain some good thoughts and the various dep
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"With the Alumni" deserves
tion.
Erskinian'' for December is quite good. The
to
, often mentioned in the exchanges, applies
.
your articles in the literary department at the
page, rather than just anywhere on the page.
· cance of America's Twentieth Century
a thought that should strike to the heart of
American citizen. The writer calls attention to
of the greater part of our lawlessness, and gives
upon American ideals.
Essay on Robert Louis Stevenson" in the "Cen" gives much good information about this
romance. Stevenson was a man with a message,
the qgreat task of happiness." In his work
duality. There is the incident of fine romance,
are the ethics. The story, "Love in a Football
quite interesting.
owledge our usual exchanges.

ALUMNI
BRIDGEWATER-THEN AND NOW
A COLLEGE STREET ALUMNA.

''Twenty-five years, and through varying weather,
Under the sun, or the storm cloud's grey"but most of it grey, is apt to make~ difference in
The boys and girls of twenty-five years ago are
and women of today. The men who were then in the
of life are our old folks now. The children of t
have grown beyond our remembrance.
The young people, men and maidens, as they
how interesting it is to trace their parentage! Th
strangers, but by appearance or manner often show
their relationship to old friends.
Do you know that there is, apparently, far more
ty in our young people of today than there was in th
twenty-five years ago? Why, girls used to romp
races. These sweet, demure damr-els who pass my
today, would they do so? Really I believe the bo
also more earnest, more wise. They don't get into so
"scrapes." The crops of wild oats have grown sm
Can it be that one factor in this change is the
side of school life? Five minutes conversation be
boy and girl used to mean punishment; a walk t
meant a faculty meeting. Today our faculty is wiser
We naturally expect growth and change in m
institutions; but if you want to fully realize that
"going toward the setting of the sun," look how the
have grown. Twenty-five years ago they weren't
The years bring changes that are those of sadn
How many we once loved now lie beneath the sod!
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ted left a lifetime of good works behind, others
r in their youthful days. · The living friends of
are scattered; some as far as the "Peaceful"
the home of their school days.
are some things that never die that seem to be
the very air of this dear country. Loving kindpathy in trouble, help in the time of need-these
graces grow stronger with the growth of years.
e and strangers take the place of old friends,
r generation replaces the old, but the true heart
ty hand-clasp are as evident now as of yore.

ATHLETICS
afternoon of December 12 our old friends from
, Va. (Augusta Military Academy) visited us
Basket Ball team. As th~s was th.e first contest
for their team and ours they were equally anx' but the fates smiled on old B. C., as the
cates. The dribbling done by Gardner was the
seen on our floor and was decidedly the feature

B. C.
Brown.
• • · · · · · · · · · · · R · F orward · · · · · · · · · { Hooker.
· ........... L. Forward .... -..... Wampler.
• · .......... Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . Miller.
· · · · ........ L. Guard........... Acker.
• · · · · ....... R. Guard.. . . . . . . . . Thomas.
Position.

ry: Referee, Capt. Roller; Umpire, Coffman;
, Henry; Scorer, Thomas; Goals from field,
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Clarkson,
4; Gardner, 2; Brown, 2; Hooker, 1·,
.
Miller, 5; Goals from foul line, Wampler, 4.
28-A. M. A. 12.
January 9, a return game was played at
Our team was at a considerable disadvantage
the slippery floor, but after the roughest and
ever played by a B. C. Basket Ball team a sco
was hung up favoring B. C.
· The line-up:
\
A. M. A.
Position.
Churchman ..·....... . R. Forward .......... .
Collingwood ......... L. Forward .......... .
Clarkson ............ Center ............... .
Dewilt .............. L. Guard ............. .
Hancock ............ R. Guard ............. .
Summary: Referee, Coffman; U inpire, Ca
Timekeeper, Brown; Scorer, Henry; Goals from
lingwood, 1; Clarkson, 3; Dewilt, 1; Hancock, 1;
Wampler, 3; Miller, 1; Acker, 1. Goals fro
Clarkson, 1; Hooker, 1. Score B. C. 17-A. M

MAGAZINE REVIEWS
e" is a newcomer in our midst-a most
too. Read Mr. Harry Dicken's noble effort,
on the Run." He says, "The mightiest
joined the prohibition ranks was the retail
ltimself. . . . . He has used practical
He persisted in selling his whiskey
d girls, in keeping his saloon open on Sun·ned a gambling hell in connection with his
e continues, :flooding our minds with new
· g our lives with fresh courage to win a
over Satan's foulest ally.
opolitan" is exceedingly fine this month.
ection with our work this month-the Poe
tains an article by Elizabeth Ellicott Poe
n of "Poe, The Wierd Genius." Lady Poe
e of the genius of her weird kinsman. She
pathetically his mutable and pendulous life
of his funeral, she says: "The following
death) a little funeral train went thru the city
Few turned to gaze, yet it was the Monut gifted son going to a long rest. Not a
him, except, perhaps, those bells of fancy
immortalized. What more is there to be
has rung down the .curtain and closed the
His monument stands in Westminster
This is well. He sleeps better with those
in the city of his birth." Well sung,
of the Poe family.

Read This and Profit by th
- Experience of Others.
Have you so arranged your affairs, that should you di
you would not leave yourestateincumbered with a mortgageo~!t
debts that would take froiu your family all that you had been
accumulate for them for years?
Wot
Do you know that there is a certain dignity and moral .
and self respect in the personality of the man who provides for
plete protection of those whom he loves, through the wise inve
8
an insurance policy on his life?
It costs you nothi~g to have it all made clear to you.
Why let your family suffer through your failure to und
subject which ought to appeal to every man?
Good health alone will make you eligible.
Exceeded by none in the liberality .and fairness of policy
toge~her w~th splendid annual dividends make it an exceptio
tractive pohcy.
Satisfied policy holders all through the Valley. To those
plating insuranc~, it will be to their interest to call on or address,

GEORGE E •. SHUE, Agent,

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance ·Com
Room 203 First National Bank Building,
IJARRISONBURG, VA.

D. CLINT DEVIER

RELIABLE JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
General Repair Work Done
HARRISONBURG,

L. H. OTT DRUG CO.,

'l A.

Harrisonburg, V

Druggists and Pharmacists

Dealers in Toilet Articles, Patent Medicines, Rexall
dies, Kodaks and Photo Supplies.
We Solicit Yo.ur Patronage.

].

T. HOUCK

Furniture, Carpets, Mattings, Shades,
Trunks, Suit Cases, and Umbrellas
WALKOVER SHOES
FOR MEN.

QUEEN QUALITY
FOR WOMEN.

75 S. Main Street., Harrisonburg, Va.

